
Urvashi Rautela Is Competing In Miss Universe This Weekend

Call me Nostradamus, but I can totally forsee the first few comments on this article’s Facebook
page, and correct me if I’m wrong but here’s what’s in store – “Bloody b******, you should be
supporting India, she’s making our nation proud”, and so on and so forth. So if you’re one of
those, please ignore this because no matter what I say, your ‘opinion’ about me won’t change.

Facebook/ Urvashi Rautela

First things first, we all know that Urvashi is the girl
who Honey Singh tries to heckle and woo outside a mall in
the world famous song ‘Love Dose’.

But we shouldn’t be passing judgement on her based on Yo Yo’s Grammy-worthy effort, so let’s
know a little more about Urvashi, shall we?

According to Miss Universe’s official website, Urvashi,
and I quote, “is an established Bollywood actor, model,
beauty pageant enthusiast and has won several crowns and
accolades for herself.”

Which is funny because that’s not quite what her Wikipedia page suggests.

According to wiki – ” Urvashi won the title of Miss Asian Supermodel 2011 in South Korea. She
then went on to win Miss Tourism Queen of the year International.”
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She starred opposite Sunny Deol in the film Singh Saab
The Great. Rautela will star as the protagonist of Mr.
Airavata (Kannada film), an action love story opposite
Darshan Thoogudeep. On 26 June 2015 she was selected as
one of the actress in the third installment of the Masti
movie series known as Great Grand Masti.

Not taking anything away from her, Urvashi is actually a very smart girl. She was Head Girl at
D.A.V Public School and captain of the girls’ basketball team. She was actually all set to
become an engineer at one point of time. She even sat for the IIT entrance exams, but chose to
become “an established Bollywood actor and model” instead.



Here are some of the other ladies Urvashi will be competing against, and it’s a damn tough set!
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And these are just five of my preference!



But Urvashi, too, is quite a looker. Just check these
pictures out.
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Wow!
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Uff…
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She was born in 1994!
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She was actually born the year Hum Aapke Hain Koun was
released!
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Ni-sa-re-ga-re-sa-re-ga-re-sareeeeee
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Now,  here’s  the  problem  –  Urvashi  looks  drastically
different with and without make-up. Look at this picture
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and now look at this one…
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IITians, Miss Universe will be broadcasted live on 21st of December at 5:30 am. Best of luck
waking up for that.


